Introduction
In The Heritage of Apelles Ernst Gombrich famously drew a distinction between art North and South of the Alps along optical lines. Painters in fifteenth-century Florence, such as Domenico Veneziano, used different optical features than their contemporaries in Bruges, the likes of Jan Van Eyck, to create the illusion of space. Gombrich commented: "We all associate Florentine art with the development of central perspective, and thus with the mathematical method of revealing form in ambient light. The other aspect of optical theory, the reaction of light to various surfaces, was first explored in modern times by painters North of the Alps. It was there that the mastery of lustre, sparkle and glitter was first achieved, permitting the artist to convey the peculiar character of materials. Indeed, for a time, during the first decades of the fifteenth century, the two schools of painting appeared thus to have divided the kingdom of appearances between them." 1 While Italian painters of the fifteenth century used perspective, Netherlandish artists studied and painted the reflection of light from surfaces of different textures and materials to create the illusion of space. For Gombrich, the point of contact between North and South was Leonardo da Vinci, "the greatest explorer of natural appearances", who must have been "a keen student of Northern painting". which increasingly moved the study of perspective away from painterly practice in the direction of projective geometry. 9 The point of the work of these historians of perspective is to determine, on the one hand, the influence of the work on perspective of the Urbino mathematicians, and especially Guidoboldo del Monte on Stevin"s Vande Deursichtighe, and on the other, to show how Stevin"s work on perspective was received by Girard Desargues.
However, Dominique Raynaud has convincingly shown that in the fifteenth century the distinction between perspectiva artificialis and perspectiva naturalis was only constructed a posteriori to mark a rupture between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. 10 All aspects of perspectiva -the anatomical, physiological, physical, geometrical, psychological -were in fact inseparable, and authors, such as Lorenzo Ghiberti, Leonbattista Alberti and Piero della 
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What then was the content of this obscured second book on catoptrics? Stevin focused on on image location in plane, convex and concave mirrors. The appendix to this book is a critique of the so-called "cathetus rule" -a geometrical construction that was used in the period to determine the location of an image in a mirror. 12 ( fig. 3 ) In a concave mirror the image was said to be at the intersection of the line of incidence and the cathetus -the line connecting the object-point and the centre of curvature of the concave mirror. Stevin took issue with this. He denied that the image was located at this point when perceived with one eye --a condition that the cathetus rule took for granted. He referred to the appropriate passages in the works of Euclid, Alhacen and Witelo. These opticians had been mislead, according to Stevin, because the image is indeed perceived in a concave mirror at the point predicted by the cathetus rule when the observer looks in the concave mirror with two eyesa condition contrary to the one-eye assumption on which the cathetus rule is based. Those interested in placing Stevin in a history of perspective pointing forwards to projective geometry, while denying that Stevin"s enterprise in Vande Deursichtighe is optical, typically refer to this theorem to support their narrative. 26 They have similarly pointed to 12 Stevin"s first postulate in support of Stevin"s place in a history of increasing mathematical abstraction away from the connections between optics and perspective. This first postulate of
Vande Deursichtighe states that the object-point, the image and the eye are all on the same line. 27 For Stevin this was a postulate -in Dutch a begheerte -so something desirable rather than proven. Only desirable, according to Stevin, because of experiments on binocular vision which go back to Ptolemy. Stevin notes that if one presses the eye, the location of the image is different from the one seen when the eye is not pressed. He even says that the angle between those two images is 33°. There are then two images, but only one can be on the line between the eye and the object-point. Similarly, Stevin notes that under normal conditions of binocular vision it is impossible to ascertain that the object-point, the image and the eye are on one straight line. Stevin"s only purpose with this postulate seems then to reduce the eye to a mathematical point and to a centre of projection out of a desire for mathematical abstraction.
But this interpretation misses that in the often ignored second book of Vande Deursichtighe
Stevin similarly points to experiments with binocular vision to reveal (as we have seen) binocular vision as the source of the error of the at the time in optics prevalent geometrical construction of image location in mirrors. Stevin"s postulate is then not only an expression of a desire for mathematical abstraction, but part of a more broadly defined optical program. fig. 9 , fig. 10 , fig. 11 ) This is a book about perspective drawing in the practice of engineering integrated with Stevin"s earlier publications on military fortifications, which as Charles van den Heuvel has shown, were books on the drawing (not the building) of fortifications. 28 Stevin"s early work on military fortification, the Sterctenbouwing, is foremost a book on the drawing of military fortifications. In the dedication to Hendrick van Brienen, Stevin writes:
I do not wish you to reckon me among the simple "sham-fighters", I have sent you this actual example, which, though still they are only (as is said) castles in the air, or, even more properly expressed, bastions of paper, yet comes much nearer to the matter than theoretical ideas of magnitudes separated from matter. For since drawings and descriptions have to precede the practical work, it seems that it might to some extent be called a part of the practical work.
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The book contains -following the Vitruvian definition of drawings -ground plans, elevations, and one so-called "bodily drawing" of a military fortress. (fig. 12 ) Stevin stressed the role of drawings and models in the design of fortifications:
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All fortresses must be designed (or at least ought to be so) before the building is undertaken, lest through errors anything should be ill-handled, which afterwards could be but hardly remedied, because of the great cost such works involve. Therefore is it a custom that we should first make drawings of various figures, according to the situation and the place and nature of the work, that all those whom it concerns, through such designs may understand each other, and finally arrive at the best plan.
These figures are to be made in two ways, first plain by a ground plan upon paper and afterwards bodily with potter"s earth, wax, wood or other matter.
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Stevin recommended the use of models of different aspects of a fortress, and of different scales so that they could be used for experimentation and demonstration of the principles of flank defense, that is "for finding out, with a stretched thread, all flanking proceeding from the striking angles, as from the parapets upon the walls, and cavaliers, unto all places to be flanked." 31 Also Stevin"s instructions for the Duytsche Mathematique, the engineering school in Leiden, stressed the role of models in explaining the main terms to the students and of drawings in military fortification:
… having sufficient experience in this, will be capable of undertaking the fortification or building of defences, for which wooden or earthen models of ramparts and bastions shall be prepared, and having learnt the authentic names, the drawing of maps or ground plans of cities will be easy, which will soon get them working for the cities.
They will also draw on paper the perimeter of forts or towns with four bastions or more from which they will be given the measurements to mark out the fortifications in the field with markers. fig. 13 and fig. 14) It consisted of a plate of crystal mirror glass on a tripod (which could be tilted at wish) and a sighting device to position the eye, of which the distance to the glass could be varied, when drawing an object on the glass. The use of this instrument -a truly three-dimensional model of the picture plane intersecting the visual pyramid, the principle on which perspective drawing was based -was, according to Stevin, not only a handy tool to draw in perspective, it also was an educational tool as it helped Maurits, and other users, to understand the proofs of perspective.
We wanted to describe this form of the glass (by means of which his Princely Grace drew perspective images both of men and of other things in such a way that it seems it may be said in truth that postures of men cannot possibly be drawn so perfectly at sight, without a glass) … it promotes a thorough knowledge of perspective.
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Moreover, Maurits is again presented as an active student. Stevin claims that the use of the glass has helped Maurits "to correct several imperfections that were present in my [Stevin"s] 36 In such a context of military engineering it was in fact most useful to be able to find the eye when confronted with a perspective drawing of a military fortification since this was necessary to understand the design of the military fortress with which one was presented.
It then comes as no surprise that it was precisely on this point that, according to Stevin, Maurits discovered by means of the glass an imperfection in Stevin"s conception of the inverse perspective problem:
Further it happened that in the finding of the eye we had described several propositions in which the object figure had been put as given beside its given image, as it had stood in the projection, by which means the finding of the eye was easier. But his Princely Grace, understanding the matter more thoroughly, said that there was an imperfection, because in practice we do not meet with this, for in paintings such object figures are not drawn beside the images in their places. And since we saw that this was reasonable, we changed those propositions and replaced them by others … 37 We see then that the inverse problem of perspective, seemingly remote from practice, was instead a problem intrinsic to engineering practice when drawings moved between different parties, including that of the commander of the Dutch troops, Prince Maurits, in projecting a design of a military fortification that would work under all foreseeable conditions of attack.
In Vitruvian. Second, it is also stresses that it is misleading to reduce Stevin"s perspective to a step in a process of mathematization towards projective geometry. In contrast, Stevin"s perspective was closely connected to drawing practices in military engineering.
Reflexy-const and Artists' Knowledge of Optics
Art theoretical treatises of the same period confirm the view that optics was about more than just perspective. However, contemporary terminology might easily have led the reader astray.
The Trattato dell'arte della pittura, scoltura, et architettura (1585) of Lomazzo, otherwise best known for his role in the transmission of the work of Leonardo, underlines this point.
Lomazzo"s fifth book is devoted to "perspective". With reference to the ancient Greek mathematician Geminus, Lomazzo divided "perspective" in three kinds: perspectiva or optica, sciographica (devoted to the drawing of shadows), and specularia (that is, the study of mirrors). Moreover, optica is subdivided in two kinds: physiologica, which is about "the universall principles, causes, and elements of visible things"; and grammica, or "the art of delineation". Lomazzo considered the latter "the most necessary part of painting". In fact, the fifth book of his Trattato will be mostly devoted to this art of delineation, which he confessed, he "will not handle like a Mathematician, but speake of them according to the usuall practice of the painters, and mine owne observations out of pictures of all sortes of men."
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However, for Lomazzo, artists" optical knowledge was not limited to this art of delineation. Another book, chapter 4, was completely devoted to light. Lomazzo emphasized that the translation of the effects of light to painter"s canvas or panel was an epistemic issue. It was a matter of knowledge which according to Lomazzo not all painters equally shared:
Into which error most of painters of our time running, loose much of the worth of their works, making them seeme, (as indeede they are) rather painted, then counterfeited;
and done rather to satisfie the eie of the rude and ignorant, then to content the conceit of the iudicious. Which custome doth so increase daily, that I feare me the true knowledge of this art will fresh begin to decay.
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The chapter is devoted to a discussion of the different effects of light on not only different types of texture and surfaces, but on different materials. There is a section devoted to each of the four Aristotelian elements: water, air, fire, earth. So begins the section on water:
Whereas the matters of precious stones are transparent more or lesse, (as those which are commonly called gemmes) they must needs receive the light more sharpely; which easily passeth through them, carrying their virtue along with it: as may bee seene in the Sunne, which casting his beames upon the stone Iris, causeth the rain-bowe to appeare therein: so that the light passing through these stones carrieth with it their true and perfect colour; like as the colour of the wine or water in a vessel or glasse, is cast upon the Both these aspects are also present in Van Mander"s Schilder-boeck (1604). 43 Van Mander discussed reflexy-const in chapter 7 of the "Groundwork" of his Schilder-boeck, a text chronologically almost coincidental with Stevin"s Vande Deursichtighe. Van Mander"s description of painterly recording of reflected light, and its associated vocabulary of mirrorring (spiegeling), reflection (reflectie), polish (glans), re-reflection (weerschijn), and reverberation (reverberatie), would however have failed to find a source in chapters on catoptrics of Stevin or any other contemporary mathematicians or opticians who divided the science of optics in three parts of direct vision, catoptrics and dioptrics. 44 In fact, the effects which Van Mander described in words and which the artists whom he discussed, recorded in paint, went far beyond anything that was available in contemporary writings on optics.
Van Mander grounds his discussion of the art of depicting reflections in nature. The chapter on reflexy-const opens with the statement that the Sun is the source of all reflected light without which the celestial bodies would be invisible, and moves on to descriptions of the reddening of the skies at sunrise and sunset, the mirroring effects of water, halo"s and the illusions of double suns, and above all, rainbows -all natural phenomena which were discussed in meteorology, a vibrant tradition of textual studies commenting on Aristotle"s Meteorologica. 45 Van Mander includes classical references to Plinius alongside his own observations, such as the rainbows he witnessed on his trip through Italy at the water cascade near Terni (between Rome and Venice), or in the fountains of Villa d"Este in Tivoli, a sight which, as Simon Werrett has argued, also inspired Descartes"s discussion of the rainbow in Les météores. 46 Van Mander refers to Iris, "who is the rainbow", the appropriate companion of 20 the goddess of weather, Juno. 47 In the Ovidian myth Juno sprinkled the two hundred eyes of Argus on the peacock"s tail, which we have already seen in the frontispiece of Aguilón"s frontispiece, designed by Rubens, who repeated the motive in his painting Juno and Argus (1611), in which he appropriately also shows a seven-coloured rainbow in the skies. 48 ( fig. 15) Van Mander describes these colours of the rainbow referring to the peacock:
Closest to us is purple, then incarnatich or light carmine, to paint it well; thereafter orange-like, or rich red; then masticot yellow, then soft green, than pure blue, like the neck feathers of peacocks, and finally purple again. This messenger of Juno is used to show off such a multi-coloured mantle. 49 The hope that a study of the rainbow could clarify the rules for colour harmonies and mixtures was already expressed by Leonardo:
Treat of the rainbow in the last book on Painting, but first write the book on colours produced by the mixture of other colours, so as to be able to prove by those painters" colours how the colours of the rainbow are produced.
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Van Mander noted that "the rainbow allows painters to see which colours like to stand next to each other"; "for example, blue with purple and purple with red, and with red yellow that looks like orange. But light yellow is bevriend with green, and green likes the company of blue. Ash blue and yellow are thus mixed to make green". 51 Where for Leonardo painters" colours would be able to produce an explanation of the rainbow, Van Mander maintained that art was founded in nature. The dangerous fire of disastrous conflagrations seizes with fright the human heart when raising with its sparkles a fierce sputtering. The blacker and thicker the dark veil of the night is, the brighter its powerful flames light; and they give the houses, temples and other buildings a re-reflection of the same colour; and they also give the water a horrible look. Those who succeed to paint the rage of Vulcan, such an atrocious disaster, have become most expert in this art, because depending upon the nutrient, that is the material with which he feeds his violent flames, which difficult to tame, fare up towards heaven, they receive their colour, either bowing to red, to purple, to blue, or to green.
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In contemporary Netherlandish art the only depiction of Vulcan"s forge seems to be Maarten 61 In sum, Van Mander brought out the painter"s knowledge of reflections, which he likened to the alchemical transformation of materials through light and fire.
Conclusion
The emergence of a self-contained discipline of history of perspective in the twentieth century, has allowed the development of a substantial body of knowledge on the geometry of perspective. However, as I have attempted to show, the associated and dominant
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historiography of perspective has also produced unfortunate distortions. Perhaps it is best to characterize these distortion in terms of a reduction of the fields of investigation. In this paper I have illustrated two aspects of this reduction. First, the historiography of perspective -and its treatment of Stevins" Vande Deursichtighe is constitutive of this approach -has reduced the scenes of inquiry developed in treatises on optics to the geometry of perspective teleologically pointing forward to the invention of projective geometry. I have argued that While for the first aspect art theorists turned to sources in optics and meteorology, they were often more innovative when it came to the second aspect. But such innovations only became evident once the field of inquiry of artists is no longer reduced to the geometry of perspective.
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Cat. intricacy, which allowed him to draw the same church interior from a bewildering variety of view points, but also to have looked for specific aesthetic effects offered by wide-angle views.
In particular, he looked for depicting the marginal distortions of columns offered by a correct application of perspective. In this he followed Stevin"s advice not to introduce optical corrections for a "pleasant" perspective. See Kemp 1986; Dupré 2001, 117-130. 37 "Voort ist ghebeurt dat wy inde vinding des ooghs ettelicke voorstellen beschreven hadden, waer in de verschaeulicke form als gegheven by haer ghegheven schaeu, ghestelt was ghelijcke int verschaeuwen ghestaen hadde, deur t"welck het vinden des ooghs lichter viel:
Doch sijn VORSTELICKE GHENADE de saeck grondelicker insiende, seyde hier in onvolcommentheyt te wesen, omdat ons sulcx inde daet niet en ontmoet, wantmen inde schilderijen soodanighe verschaeulicke formen by de schaeuwen t"haerder plaets niet en teyckent". Stevin 1605 , 89. Translation in Struik 1958 
